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Pasha-package Pasha package (Preprocessing of Aligned Sequences from HTS Anal-
yses)

Description

Pasha package (Preprocessing of Aligned Sequences from HTS Analyses) gives access to several
functions relative to high-thoughtput sequencing and specially optimized for chromatin-oriented
sequencing experiments. It also gives access to a full pipeline using these functions to process
(automatically) dataset from various experimental setups.

Details

Package: Pasha
Type: Package
Version: 1.0
Date: 2013-04-29
License: GPL-3
LazyLoad: yes

Author(s)

Romain Fenouil Lionel Spinelli Nicolas Descostes Maintainer: Romain Fenouil

See Also

processPipeline .testFunctional
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.testFunctional Functions dedicated to the functional validation of Pasha package.

Description

The goal of these two functions is to generate a reference dataset with the currently installed Pasha
package in the user’s environment and/or to compare it to the precomputed results in the developpers
environment.

Usage

.testFunctional(folderOutput=tempdir(), testType="regular",
verbose=FALSE)

.testFunctional_generateResults(testFileBAM_folderName,
testFileBAM_fileName,
testFileMulti_fileName,
testType="complete")

Arguments

folderOutput An existing folder (this is tested and can eventually raise an error) in which the
generated results will be written and the precomputed results will be inflated.

testFileBAM_folderName

The folder in which the BAM file for results generation stands (.testFunctional
passes the path to the package-embedded test BAM file)

testFileBAM_fileName

The filename of the BAM file used to generate the results (.testFunctional passes
the name of the package-embedded test BAM file)

testFileMulti_fileName

The filename of the file that is used as test to generate ouptut results for compari-
son. It simulates reads that were treated with the multiread processing functions
before injecting it in the pipeline.

testType A value in c("regular", "complete"). A regular test will generate ~15 WIG and
GFF files, a complete test however generates ~750 result files from the test BAM
file and aims at passing in all possible loops and blocks of the pipeline.

verbose Logical. If verbose is FALSE, the pipeline stdout will be redirected to a log file
to avoid overflow of test messages.

Details

Once installed, Pasha gives access to a functional test with the function ’.testFunctional’.

The package includes a SAM/BAM file designed to cover most of the cases for paired-ends or
single-ends datasets (see publication for details). This test consists in using the provided pipeline
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and the embedded BAM file to generate results and compare them to a previously generated (pre-
computed) dataset that has been functionally validated by developpers. The precomputed dataset
is embedded in the package in a zip file and contains all the WIG and GFF files that could be
necessary for validation. This dataset is generated and compiled by package developpers using
.testFunctional_generateResults. Two kind of tests can be computed: A regular test will go through
the most common options for single-end and paired-ends, it will generate 15 to 20 results file and
compare them to the references, the generation and comparisons should take less than a minute
to complete. A complete test will launch the generation of results by using as much as possible
different options and parameters to the pipeline function. It will typically generate ~1000 wig and
gff files and compare them to the validated reference, this test can be long (15 to 30 minutes) but
guarantees to obtain the same results as the developpers for all kind of analysis.

Value

.testFunctional prints to stdout a summary of file generation and comparison with reference dataset.

Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

See Also

AlignedData-class processPipeline

.testFunctionalMultiread

Functions dedicated to the functional validation of multiread feature
of Pasha package.

Description

The goal of these two functions is to generate a reference dataset with the currently installed Pasha
package in the user’s environment and/or to compare it to the precomputed results in the developpers
environment.

Usage

.testFunctionalMultiread(folderOutput=tempdir(),
testType="regular",
verbose=FALSE)

.testFunctionalMultiread_generateResults(testFileBOW_folderName,
testFileBOW_fileName,
folderOutputGenerated,
verbosity=0)
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Arguments

folderOutput An existing folder (this is tested and can eventually raise an error) in which the
generated results will be written and the precomputed results will be inflated.

testFileBOW_folderName

The folder in which the .bow file for results generation stands (.testFunctional-
Multiread passes the path to the package-embedded test .bow file)

testFileBOW_fileName

The filename of the ?bow file used to generate the results (.testFunctionalMulti-
read passes the name of the package-embedded test .bow file)

folderOutputGenerated

The folder in which the intermediary generated data files stands (.testFunctional-
Multiread passes this path)

testType A value in c("regular", "complete"). A regular test will generate multiread spe-
cific results but skips files for which comparison can be problematic because
of writing floating points with C++ routines (which formatting depends on the
machine/platform floating numbers implementation). Because this test function
is called for package validation, a regular test exclude these files which would
otherwise prevent the package validation. A complete test can still be done man-
ually for testing purposes.

verbose Logical. If verbose is FALSE, the test stdout will be redirected to a log file to
avoid overflow of test messages.

verbosity An integer. The verbose level : 0 = no message, 1 = trace level

Details

Once installed, Pasha gives access to a functional test of features linked to multiread management
with the function ’.testFunctionalMultiread’.

The package includes a .bow file (obtained throufh bowtie with –concise option) designed to cover
most of the cases for multiread datasets (see publication for details). This test consists in using
the provided R funcntions and the embedded .bow file to generate results and compare them to a
previously generated (precomputed) dataset that has been functionally validated by developpers.
The precomputed dataset is embedded in the package in a zip file and contains all the .bow and
.txt files that could be necessary for validation. This dataset is generated and compiled by package
developpers using .testFunctionalMultiread_generateResults.

Value

.testFunctionalMultiread prints to stdout a summary of file generation and comparison with refer-
ence dataset.

Author(s)

Lionel Spinelli

See Also

processPipeline
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AlignedData-class Class AlignedData

Description

This class gives tools to read, store and manage simple data from HTS experiments. This class is
specially optimized for chromatin-oriented sequencing experiments (ChIP-Seq, MNase-Seq, Faire-
Seq) since it is mainly focused on reads position rather than sequences, ignores alignments with
non-simple CIGAR strings (non canonical alignments, ie. insertions/deletions) and secondary align-
ments, and is not designed to represent features with undefined strands. It directly uses Rsamtools
to read data from BAM files. It has a similar global structure to ShortRead and GAlignments classes
but have some specific features.

Details

The specific features of this class are that (i) read sequences are not read from aligned files, (ii) only
R native types are used to store data in memory, and (iii) it can represent both paired-end or single-
end data by using a similar internal structure as what has been defined for SAM/BAM formats. For
reading data from ’non-BAM’ formats (aligner-specific), the constructor relies on ShortRead library
(see ShortRead for details).

This class is a simplistic representation of aligned reads for users aiming at using piling options of-
fered by Pasha package. Secondary alignments, reads aligned with insertions/deletions (non simple
CIGAR), and not aligned reads are discarded by the constructor, and reads with a strand value other
than -/+ will raise a warning (strand representation keeps levels c(’+’, ’-’, ’*’) for consistency with
bioconductor packages). For other applications requiring exhaustive handling of CIGAR strings
(insertions/deletions), undefined strand values, or to keep reads that could not be aligned, the use of
GAlignments class family is recommended.

Specific functions are provided for a seamless conversion to/from GAlignments class. It is how-
ever important to note that eventual reads with non-simple CIGAR string will be dropped (with a
warning) during conversions from GAlignments objects.

Internally, this class defines different kinds of slots. First, slots where a value is mandatory for each
read. Second, slots with atomic values (one for the whole object : "notAligned", "pairedEnds"), and
finally optionnal slots which can be empty (no information) or should provide information for each
read ("mapq", "isize", "flag", "mrnm", "weight", "qwidth").

readID: integer - Read identifier. This value is inferred from ’groupid’ field when reading paired-
end BAM files (see BamFile and ’asMates’). A simple integer if inferred from ’qname’ field
otherwise.)

seqnames: factor - Chromosome sequence name

strand: factor - Strand value (accessors and subsetters methods will try to maintain consistent
values for factor levels (’+’,’-’))

position: integer - The 1-based leftmost position/coordinate (POS field in a SAM/BAM record)

mapq: integer - Mapping quality

isize: integer - Insert size (paired-ends only)
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qwidth: integer - Query width (read sequence length)

flag: integer - Flag (see SAM format specification)

mrnm: factor - Mate-pair chromosome sequence name

notAligned: integer (single value) - Number of reads that wouldn’t be aligned during mapping (if
information availabe)

pairedEnds: logical (single value) - Object declared as paired-ends

weight: numeric - Weight attributed to read for piling (multireads only)

Paired-end specificities

The limitations imposed by the constructor when reading paired-end datasets (no unaligned reads,
and no secondary alignments) allow to represent the mate reads association by their shared ’qname’
(reported as ’readID’). Altering such IDs can thus break the pairs relation as seen by methods of the
class.

Several methods are dedicated for paired-ends datasets (see ’checkPairsOK’, ’filterInsertSize’, ’getOr-
phansIndexes’, ’cleanNonSimplePairs’, ’sortByPairs’). These methods will emit a warning and not
process data when called for a single-end object.

Objects from the Class

Objects can be created by a call of the form new("AlignedData", readID, seqnames, strand, position, mapq,isize, qwidth, flag, mrnm, notAligned, pairedEnds, weight),
or by using the dedicated constructor that builds an object from a file.

Constructors

readAlignedData(folderName, fileName, fileType="BAM", pairedEnds=FALSE) This func-
tion reads data from a file and creates an AlignedData object from it. It handles BAM files us-
ing the Rsamtools library (ignores reads with non-simple CIGAR string) and uses ShortRead
library to handle several other proprietary formats (see ShortRead readAligned function).

Subsetting

[ Allow to select a subpopulation of reads, all slots are affected except the atomic ones for which
the value is copied in resulting object. This function can also drop the unused levels for
chromosome (seqnames) and mrnm slots only if the argument drop=TRUE is used.

Coercion

as(object, ’GAlignments’) Converts an AlignedData object to a GAlignment object. This con-
version drops the eventual pairs related information, as well as mapping quality, number of
unaligned read in the dataset, and flags.

as(object, ’AlignedData’) Converts a GAlignments object to a AlignedData object. This conver-
sion will drop eventual reads that aligned with a non-simple CIGAR string.
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Accessors

readID(object), readID(object) <- value Get or set the numeric ID of reads (typically in-
ferred from read name by constructor, see details). Altering these values can break the reads
mating for paired-end data.

seqnames(object)), seqnames(object) <- value Get or set a factor describing the seqnames
(chromosome name) to which each read has been aligned.

strand(object), strand(object) <- value Get or set the factor describing the strand to which
reads are aligned.

position(object), position(object) <- value Get or set the 1-base leftmost genomic coor-
dinate of the reads.

mapq(object), mapq(object) <- value Get or set the numeric quality of alignment (if avail-
able). See Rsamtools library for details.

isize(object), isize(object) <- value Get or set the insert size for paired reads (if avail-
able).

qwidth(object), qwidth(object) <- value Get or set the length of each read sequence (if
available).

flag(object), flag(object) <- value Get or set the numeric (integer) flag values of reads (if
available). See BAM/SAM documentation for flag interpretation. Modification of this slot can
lead to inconsistencies in further processing (specially for paired-end experiments).

mrnm(object), mrnm(object) <- value Get or set the mate read chromosome name (if avail-
able).

notAligned(object), notAligned(object) <- value Get or set the number of reads reported
as not aligned by aligner (only available from BAM format when object is created via the
constructor).

pairedEnds(object), pairedEnds(object) <- value Get or set the declared status of the ob-
ject concerning paired/single ends reads.

weight(object), weight(object) <- value Get or set the weight that has been attributed to
each read for piling (if available).

Methods

show(object) Writes a quick summary of the object content to the standard output (uses cat).

checkPairsOK(object) Perform a validity test on paired objects. Checks that the object only
contain ’full-pairs’ (no orhpans) and that all reads are correctly sorted (eg. interlaced reads
and mates).

length(object) Get the number of elements in the object.

dropChromosomePattern(object, pattern, quiet=TRUE) Filter out reads for which the chro-
mosome name (seqnames) match a certain pattern. Helps to get rid of undesired reads (align
on mitochondrial chromosomes for instance).

filterInsertSize(object, rangeMin, rangeMax, includeLower=FALSE, quiet=TRUE) Select
pairs of reads for which insert size is defined in a specific range. Returns a new object with
the selected reads. By default (includeLower=FALSE), the lower range value (’rangeMin’)
is EXCLUDED from selection whereas the upper one is INCLUDED in the selection. Insert
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size is defined as a symmetric (positive and negative numeric) value for reads of a pair. This
function is designed for selecting both reads of pairs and therefore ignores the numeric sign
for filtering.

filterReadSize(object, rangeMin, rangeMax, includeLower=FALSE, quiet=TRUE) Select
reads for which the sequence length is in a specified range. Returns a new object with the
selected reads. By default (includeLower=FALSE), the lower range value (’rangeMin’) is
EXCLUDED from selection whereas the upper one is INCLUDED in the selection.

getOrphansIndexes(object, quiet=TRUE) Get the indexes of reads for which a mate can’t be
identified (based on their ID).

cleanNonSimplePairs(object, quiet=TRUE) For paired-ends objects, return a filtered object
from which the pairs with flag ’unmapped mate’ and/or the pairs with both reads on the same
strand are "orphanized"

normalizeChrNames(object, chrPrefix, chrSuffix) The main functions of this library (see
processPipeline) assumes that chromosomes are always represented as chr*, * being the ac-
tual chromosome name. This functions helps to fit this requirement by removing eventual
prefix/suffix around the actual chromosome name and then adding ’chr’ as prefix. This func-
tion returns an object with modified seqnames (chromosome names).

sortByPairs(object, quiet=TRUE) In case of pairedEnds experiments, this function sorts the
reads. It tries to group the index of reads from pairs and uses the flag to order the reads by
’first in pair’ and ’second in pair’ bits as firsts and seconds respectively.

dropUndefinedStrand, quiet=TRUE Return a AlignedData object after removing eventual reads
with unsupported strand values (supported strand values are ’+’ and ’-’).

Arguments

folderName Path to the directory containing the file to read.

fileName File containing aligned reads. Several formats are handled.

fileType File format for reads description. This format can vary depending on the aligner and/or the
parameters used. Typical format will be BAM files from which the maximum of information
can be read from. Other proprietary formats are handled thanks to the ShortRead library (see
corresponding documentation for details)

pairedEnds A logical defining if the data read from file should be considered as paired-end or not.

object Object of the class ’AlignedData’ to which the function call is applied.

pattern A regular expression describing the pattern to be recognized and replaced

quiet An atomic logical. If TRUE, the function will not write messages to stdout

rangeMin An atomic integer, defining the minimal size to be selected

rangeMax An atomic integer, defining the maximal size to be selected

includeLower An tomic logical defining if the lower value should be included when filtering
reads/inserts size based on a range of values (default FALSE)

chrPrefix An atomic regular expression describing the pattern to be recognized and replaced

chrSuffix An atomic regular expression describing the pattern to be recognized and replaced

breaks An integer, or a vector of integer. This parameters behaves like the ’breaks’ parameter in
function ’cut’
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Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

See Also

readAligned GAlignments scanBam BamFile

Examples

# Get the BAM file used in RSamTools as example
BAMfile <- system.file("extdata","ex1.bam",package="Rsamtools")
# Testing the public constructor of AlignedData class (from Pasha)
alignedDataObject <- readAlignedData(folderName="" ,

fileName=BAMfile,
fileType="BAM",
pairedEnds=TRUE)

print(alignedDataObject)

# Rename the chromosomes from seqX to chrX
alignedDataObject <- normalizeChrNames(alignedDataObject,

chrPrefix="seq",
chrSuffix="")

print(alignedDataObject)

#### Splitting object (indirect use of '[')
# Split the object and the associated data by chromosomes
splitListalignedDataObject <- split(alignedDataObject,

seqnames(alignedDataObject))
# check that the object has correctly been split
print(names(splitListalignedDataObject))
print(sapply(lapply(splitListalignedDataObject, seqnames), unique))

#### Orphans and pairs consistency
print(length(alignedDataObject))
# Identify the reads with no mate and remove them
orphansReadsIndex <- getOrphansIndexes(alignedDataObject)
print(paste("Nb of orphan reads :", sum(orphansReadsIndex)))
alignedDataObject <- alignedDataObject[!orphansReadsIndex]
print(length(alignedDataObject))

# Check that pairs are correctly represented in the object
# ie. mate pairs are consecutive
print(checkPairsOK(alignedDataObject))
# Sort by pairs
alignedDataObject <- sortByPairs(alignedDataObject)
# Check pairs consistency again
print(checkPairsOK(alignedDataObject))
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#### Filtering

## Chromosome patterns
# (drop reads on chromosomes containing the character '1')
print(alignedDataObject)
resultFiltering <- dropChromosomePattern(alignedDataObject,

pattern="1")
print(resultFiltering)

## Range of insert size
print(table(isize(alignedDataObject)))
resultFiltering <- filterInsertSize(alignedDataObject,

rangeMin=190,
rangeMax=195)

print(table(isize(resultFiltering)))
print(resultFiltering)

## Reads sequence size
print(table(qwidth(alignedDataObject)))
resultFiltering <- filterReadSize(alignedDataObject,

rangeMin=35,
rangeMax=50)

print(table(qwidth(resultFiltering)))
print(resultFiltering)

## Reads with atypic characteristics for chromatin alignments
# Mate unmapped flag set, or mates aligned on same strand
resultFiltering <- cleanNonSimplePairs(alignedDataObject, quiet=FALSE)
# Reads with a strand value different from expected '+' or '-'
resultFiltering <- dropUndefinedStrand(resultFiltering, quiet=FALSE)

binVector Divide a numeric vector in equal bins of signal

Description

Reduce the size of a numeric vector (typically large) to a more compact one by averaging the
numeric values of ’binSize’ (constant) consecutive cells.

Usage

binVector(piledValues, binSize)

Arguments

piledValues A numeric vector

binSize Size of the bins
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Details

This function is typically used to represent piling scores for large chromosomes, specially if the
scores have to be written in a file (WIG fixed step). When the last bin has fewer number of items,
an average is also computed but only on the items available.

Value

A numeric vector filled by the C function

Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

Examples

# Create a vector of values and plot it
myValues <- sin(seq(1,10, length.out=300))*10
plot(x=1:length(myValues), myValues, type="b", pch=".", cex=2)

# Bin the vector by chunks of 20 points (compute the average value)
binnedValues <- binVector(myValues,20)

# Plot the binned value on top (with centered coordinates)
points(((x=1:length(binnedValues))*20)-10,

y=binnedValues,
col="blue",
type="b",
pch=5)

elongationEstimation Shifting the positive strand vector and compute an overlap score to
estimate the optimal elongation size for the fragments

Description

This function helps to estimate the average lag between two numeric vectors (typically piled scores
of reads aligned on negative and positive strands of each chromosome). It is namely used by Pasha
pipeline to infer the average DNA fragments size of sequenced samples.

Usage

elongationEstimation(piledValuesPlus, piledValuesMinus, stepShift)
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Arguments

piledValuesPlus

Numeric vector containing the piled score for the positive strand of the current
chromosome

piledValuesMinus

Numeric vector containing the piled score for the negative strand of the current
chromosome

stepShift vector of positive integer specifying the shifting values that have to be tested

Details

This function takes as input two numeric vectors and a set of ’shifting’ values. The two input vectors
are aligned and an element-by-element multiplication is computed. The sum of these multiplication
represent an overlap estimation of signal between the two vectors. This score is computed iteratively
after shifting the relative alignment of the input vectors by all values of ’shifting’. It finally returns
a vector of ’overlap’ scores (covering every shifting value specified). In theory the vectors should
be of the same size but the wrapper takes care to pad with 0s if this constraint is not respected.

Value

A vector of overlap scores generated by the function.

Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

Examples

# Create a very large vector of random values
a <- rnorm(1000000)

# Copy this vector but add 150 0s in front (shift)
b <- c(rep(0,150),a)

# Estimate the overlap scores for shifting values between 50 and 200
shiftEstimate <- seq(50,200,by=10)
overlapScores <- elongationEstimation(a,b,shiftEstimate)

# Show the scores evolution
plot(shiftEstimate, overlapScores)

# Show the max value (150)
abline(v=shiftEstimate[which.max(overlapScores)], col='red')
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estimateElongationSize

Insert size estimation in-silico

Description

This function tries to infer the sequenced original DNA fragments size from the reads positions on
both strands. It is one of the three main functions used in the pipeline.

Usage

estimateElongationSize(alignedDataObject,
expName,
stepMin=50,
stepMax=450,
stepBy=10,
averageReadSize=NA,
resultFolder=".")

Arguments

alignedDataObject

An instance of the class AlignedData containing the reads. Typically reads are
selected to be part of a single chromosome. Alternatively, this argument can
be an environment containing the object (useful for pass-by-reference in case of
big objects). In this case, the environment must contain the object in a variable
named ’value’

expName An atomic string. A name or ID of the experiment, used for creating filenames
for figures generated during the estimation

stepMin An atomic strictly positive integer. Defines the minimum DNA fragment size
assumed to be sequenced, the algorithm will start evaluation from this value up
to ’stepMax’

stepMax An atomic strictly positive integer. Defines the maximum DNA fragment size
assumed to be sequenced, the algorithm will estimate the fragment size up to
this value

stepBy An atomic strictly positive integer. Represents the resolution (in basepairs) of
the DNA fragment size estimation. Note that the computation time is propor-
tional to the number of values to be tested (ie. (stepMax-stepMin)/stepBy)

averageReadSize

An atomic strictly positive integer. For computation purpose, this function needs
to know the reads length. If not available in the object (it’s an optional field in
the class representation), the user have to specify an average size as argument of
the function

resultFolder An atomic string. Path to a valid folder where the figures will be created
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Details

The goal of this function is, for single-end experiments, to estimate the average size of DNA frag-
ments that were sequenced (as opposed to reads size which only represents one of the ends of frag-
ments). In brief, the function computes separately the piled-up score of both strands and estimate
the shifting between enriched regions. As opposed to the classic cross-correlation typically used
for this concern, this function is highly sensistive to enrichment and thus favors the estimation for
most enriched regions. This function lies on a critic code written in C, see ’elongationEstimation’
for more details.

Value

A graphic per chromosome is plotted to illustrate the score for each shifting. Based on the local
maxima and the reads size, a decision is made about the size of sequenced DNA fragments.

Returns a numeric being the most probable elongation size for the provided chromosomes in ’aligned-
DataObject’ Note that this function can also deal with an object describing reads for several chromo-
somes. In this case the function will return a list of integers, each element named as the concerned
chromosome.

Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

See Also

AlignedData-class processPipeline

Examples

# Get the path to the example BAM file (and the index)
exampleBAM_fileName <- system.file("extdata",

"embedDataTest.bam",
package="Pasha")

# Reading aligned file
myData=readAlignedData(folderName="",

fileName <- exampleBAM_fileName,
fileType="BAM",
pairedEnds=FALSE)

# Split the dataset in a list by chromosomes (not mandatory in this case but
# done like this in the pipeline for consistency with others functions which
# need objects with single chromosomes)
myData_ChrList <- split(myData, seqnames(myData))

# Compute the fragment size estimation on all chromosomes
readsSize <- sapply(myData_ChrList, estimateElongationSize, "myExperiment",
resultFolder=tempdir())
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generatePiled Pileup reads in a numeric vector with several piling and elongation
options

Description

This function converts the reads information (position, length, and eventually weight) from an
’AlignedData’ object into enrichment scores along the concerned region (represented as a numeric
vector). Its behaviour depends on several arguments described below (see also pdf document at-
tached to the package). In brief, it is able to handle single or paired -ends reads, classic or midpoint
piling, and elongation or not, depending on the users needs. It is one of the three major functions
used in the pipeline.

Usage

generatePiled(alignedDataObject,
elongationSize,
averageReadSize,
midPoint=FALSE)

Arguments

alignedDataObject

An instance of the class AlignedData containing the reads. Typically reads are
selected to be part of a single chromosome (seqnames). Alternatively, this argu-
ment can be an environment containing the object (useful for pass-by-reference
in case of big objects). In this case, the environment must contain the object in
a variable named ’value’

elongationSize A positive numeric value or NA. See details
averageReadSize

An atomic strictly positive integer. For computation purpose, this function needs
to know the reads length. If not available in the object (qwidth is an optional field
in the class representation), the user have to specify an average size as argument
of the function

midPoint An atomic logical. Defines the type of piling that will be applied to reads. See
details

Details

This function will produce very different results depending on the parameters provided by the user
(elongationSize, midpoint) and the type of experiment (paired-ends or single-ends).

First, the specified elongationSize can induce different piling strategies.

The value ’0’ is special and interpreted as ’no elongation’. The piling result will only represent
the sequenced reads region. Internally the elongation value is replaced by each read size. If the
user asks for midpoint piling strategy with elongationSize 0, the result will only represent scores
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corresponding to the first leftmost or rightmost base for reads respectively on positive and negative
strand.

A strictly positive value is only valid for single-ends experiments (paired-ends objects are assumed
to carry their own insert size based on the difference of coordinates between a read and its mate,
hence NA is expected for paired-ends experiments, if not, a warning is raised and the value is
ignored). This value represents the average DNA fragments (inserts) size in the experiment (even-
tually computed with estimateElongationSize). For classic elongation process (no midpoint) this
value will be used to elongate the read prior to pileup in order to represent the full DNA fragment in
the results. A value lower than the reads size is technically possible but scientifically improbable,
and can induce misleading interpretations, specially when compared to elongation 0. For midpoint
piling, only the the first leftmost or rightmost base (for reads respectively on positive and negative
strand) are taken in account during piling. However the elongationSize (coming from corresponding
argument for singleEnds or from object for paired-ends) is used to shift this score to the expected
’center’ or DNA fragment (ie. DNA fragment size size divided by 2).

As written earlier, NA is expected for paired-ends experiments but NOT for single-ends ones which
need an elongation value. Otherwise an error will stop the execution.

All these cases are documented and represented as graphics in the pdf file attached to this package.

Value

Returns a Rle object representing an integer vector, each score corresponding to the enrichment at
a chromosomic coordinate. The vector is long enough to represent the full region covered by reads
in the object. Rle objects allow to carry metadata and this function stores the chromosome name
in it. Note that this function can also deal with an object describing reads for several (seqnames).
In this case the function will return a list of Rle objects, each element named as the concerned
chromosome.

Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

See Also

AlignedData-class processPipeline estimateElongationSize Rle

Examples

# Get the path to the example BAM file
exampleBAM_fileName <- system.file("extdata",

"embedDataTest.bam",
package="Pasha")

# Reading aligned file
myData <- readAlignedData(folderName="",

fileName=exampleBAM_fileName,
fileType="BAM",
pairedEnds=FALSE)

# Split the dataset in a list by chromosomes (not mandatory in this case but
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# done like this in the pipeline for consistency with others functions which
# need objects with single chromosomes)
myData_ChrList <- split(myData, seqnames(myData))

# Compute the piling of reads on each chromosome
piledUpVectors <- sapply(myData_ChrList,

generatePiled,
elongationSize=146,
averageReadSize=NA,
midPoint=TRUE)

getArtefactsIndexes Identify reads implied in piles potentially considered as PCR artefacts

Description

This function uses an ’AlignedData’ object (containing reads from a single chromosome) to give
several informations about the reads piles distribution and identify the reads that can be considered
as artefactuals. It is one of the three major functions used in the pipeline.

Usage

getArtefactsIndexes(alignedDataObject,
expName,
thresholdToUse=1,
thresholdForStats=c(1:5,10,20,50,100),
resultFolder=".")

Arguments

alignedDataObject

An instance of the class AlignedData containing the reads. Reads in the object
MUST be part of a unique chromosome (use split on seqnames if necessary,
see example). Alternatively, this argument can be an environment containing
the object (useful for pass-by-reference in case of big objects). In this case, the
environment must contain the object in a variable named ’value’

expName An atomic string. A name or ID of the experiment, used for creating filenames
for figures generated during the processing

thresholdToUse An atomic positive integer. Defines the threshold that will be used to call arte-
factual regions and identify reads associated to it.

thresholdForStats

A positive integer vector. Defines several thresholds that will be plotted on
graphics together with the ’thresholdToUse’ value.

resultFolder An atomic string. Path to a valid folder where the figures will be created
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Details

Briefly three steps are performed by this function. First, on the selected reads, a distribution of
piles (reads with the exact same coordinates) will be computed, and a summary plot will be created.
Second, based on the thresholds provided, the algorithm will establish the list of reads that lies in
regions where the piles are higher than each threshold. At this step, a plot will be appended to
previous figure and will summarize the proportion of reads in the object that would be considered
as artefacts for each threshold. Finally, in paired-end experiments, each read will be examined and
checked whether its mate is also implied in another artefactual pile or not. A plot is also produced
at this step to graphically summarize the number of reads that will be reported for each threshold.
For paired-ends experiments, this plot will also give information about orphan (only one of both
reads is in an ’artefactual’ pile) or paired artefacts.

For single-ends experiments, all reads in an ’artefactual’ pile will be reported as ’to be removed’
except one. For paired-ends experiments however all reads correponding to a pile will be removed
since the previous strategy would require an arbitrary pair to be selected among the reads in the pile.

Value

This function returns a 3-level nested list.

First level correspond to the strand of the reads since both strands are treated separately.

Second level describe the different categories of information provided. It includes "indexesToRe-
moveFromTotal" and "indexesToRemoveFromTotal_isPairedArtefact".

’indexesToRemoveFromTotal’, is an integer vector of indexes pointing to the elements in the object
that are considered as "reads implied in an artefactual pile".

’indexesToRemoveFromTotal_isPairedArtefact’ is however a logical vector, each element corre-
sponding to an element of ’indexesToRemoveFromTotal’ (a read) and specify if this read had its
mate in an artefactual pile too. Information returned only concerns the threshold defined in ’thresh-
oldToUse’.

Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

See Also

AlignedData-class processPipeline Rle

Examples

# Get the path to the example BAM file (and the index)
exampleBAM_fileName <- system.file("extdata",

"embedDataTest.bam",
package="Pasha")

# Reading aligned file
myData <- readAlignedData(folderName="",

fileName=exampleBAM_fileName,
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fileType="BAM",
pairedEnds=FALSE)

# Split the dataset in a list by chromosomes (not mandatory in this case
# but done like this in the pipeline for consistency with others functions
# which need objects with single chromosomes)
myData_ChrList <- split(myData, seqnames(myData))

# Get the indexes of reads in artefactual piles for each chromosome
indexesArtefacts <- sapply(myData_ChrList,

getArtefactsIndexes,
expName="myExperiment",
thresholdToUse=1,
thresholdForStats=c(1:5),
resultFolder=tempdir())

mergeWigs Merge several different wig files in a unique result file

Description

This function computes the average for each genomic position in several WIG files (fixed step).

Usage

mergeWigs(files, binSize, outputFolder)

Arguments

files A named list of character vectors, each one containing the paths to the wig files
that will be merged with other ones, one can specify several elements (as much
as expected merge results) that will be treated sequentially

binSize The size of the bins (steps) in the wig files, must be the same for all files

outputFolder The folder where the results will be written, created recursively if doesn’t exist

Details

For each element of the files list, this function reads all the wigs files specified and compute an
average of all wigs for each position of each chromosome. This function only works for fixedStep
wigs and is based on the unflexible format defined by readWIG and writeWIG functions. Thus it
might not be compliant with all the WIG fixed step specification. The result is directly written to
disk as wig in the specified folder.

Value

NULL
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Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

See Also

readWIG writeWIG

Examples

# Generate artificial wig fixed step files with random counts
exampleFolder <- tempdir(); nbFiles=6; nbChromosomes=4

for(fileIndex in 1:nbFiles)
{

wigScoresContent <- lapply(as.list(1:nbChromosomes),
function(x) {sample(x=1:20, size=1000, replace=TRUE, prob=NULL)})

names(wigScoresContent)<- paste("chr", 1:nbChromosomes, sep="");
writeWIG(wigScoresContent,

paste("wigFileExample", fileIndex, sep=""),
folder=exampleFolder, fixedStep=200)

}

# Build a file list containing wig files to merge together, and a
# reference to the file to be used as input for score subtraction
wigFileList <- paste(exampleFolder,

"/",
"wigFileExample",
1:nbFiles,
".wig", sep="")

# Merge files together (average the scores at each coordinates),
# producing two WIG files
filesToMerge <- list()
filesToMerge[["MyEXP1"]] <- wigFileList[1:(nbFiles/2)]
filesToMerge[["MyEXP2"]] <- wigFileList[((nbFiles/2)+1):nbFiles]

mergeWigs(files=filesToMerge, binSize=200, outputFolder=exampleFolder)

multiread_CSEMDispatch

Multiread scoring CSEM dispatch

Description

This script aims to dispatch the scoring of multi-read aligned reads according to the CSEM algo-
rithm developped by Chung et al. (see "Discovering Transcription Factor Binding Sites of Genomes
with Multi-Read Analysis of ChIP-seq Data" (2011) PLoS Computational Biology).
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Usage

multiread_CSEMDispatch(alignedFile,
outputFolder,
referenceFile,
window_size=101,
iteration_number=200,
incrArtefactThrEvery=NA,
verbosity=0)

Arguments

alignedFile An atomic character string. The full path to the file containing the reads aligned
by bowtie with the –concise option.

outputFolder An atomic character string. The path to the folder where the file output by the
script must be stored.

referenceFile An atomic character string. Either a full path to a reference file (see details for
format specification), or the ID of one reference included in the package (see
details for available ones).

window_size A positive integer. The size of the window used by the algorithm (see algorithm
details). Default value is 101.

iteration_number

A positive integer. The number of iteration executed by the algorithm (see algo-
rithm details). Default value is 200.

incrArtefactThrEvery

A complex parameter (see details). A numeric value or NA. A strictly positive
numeric value activate the option that allow to remove the ’artifacts’, defining a
threshold to consider piles like ’artifacts’ as ’number of reads in the experiment
devided by incrArtefactThrEvery’. A NA will ignore the eventual artifactual
piles.

verbosity An integer. The verbose level : 0 = no message, 1 = trace level

Details

The script consider the reads that have been aligned in several location by bowtie (multi-reads).
At each read, it assign a score determined by the CSEM algorithm (Chung et al. "Discovering
Transcription Factor Binding Sites of Genomes with Multi-Read Analysis of ChIP-seq Data" (2011)
PLoS Computational Biology). The script output a tab separated value text file formated as below:

• Column 1 : Chromosome name

• Column 2 : Strand

• Column 3 : Position

• Column 4 : Score

The output file is named according to the name of the input file suffixed with "_csemDispatch.txt".

If the parameter ’incrArtefactThrEvery’ is set to a strictly positive value, the input file is first passed
to a script removing the ’artefacts’. This script looks at the reads aligned at the exact same position.
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If the number of such reads exceed a limit, these reads are considered as due to experiment artifact.
In that case, only one read is kept and the rest is removed. The limit defining artefact is controled
by the parameter ’incrArtefactThrEvery’ such as:

limit = Total number of reads / incrArtefactThrEvery

Value

A tab separated value text file formated as below:

• Column 1 : Chromosome name

• Column 2 : Strand

• Column 3 : Position

• Column 4 : Score

Author(s)

Lionel Spinelli

See Also

processPipeline multiread_RemoveArtifact multiread_UniformDispatch

Examples

# Define input aligned file
my_aligned_file <- system.file("extdata",

"embededDataTest_MultiSignal.bow",
package="Pasha")

# Define the output folder
my_output_folder <- tempdir()

# Define the genome reference file
genome_reference_file <- system.file("resources",

"mm9.ref",
package="Pasha")

# Launch the script
multiread_CSEMDispatch(my_aligned_file,

my_output_folder,
genome_reference_file,
incrArtefactThrEvery=7000000,
verbosity=1)
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multiread_RemoveArtifact

Artifact Remover

Description

This script aims to remove the reads issued from experiement artifact detected in a bowtie aligned
read file.

Usage

multiread_RemoveArtifact(alignedFile,
outputPath,
referenceFile,
incrArtefactThrEvery=10000000,
verbosity=0)

Arguments

alignedFile An atomic character string. The full path to the file containing the reads aligned
by bowtie with the –concise option.

outputPath An atomic character string. Path where the resulting file will be written.

referenceFile An atomic character string. Either a full path to a reference file (see details for
format specification), or the ID of one reference included in the package (see
details for available ones).

incrArtefactThrEvery

A complex parameter (see details). A numeric value or NA. A positive numeric
value defines a threshold to consider piles like ’artefacts’ as ’number of reads
in the experiment devided by incrArtefactThrEvery’. A negative value allows
to directly set the threshold manually, independently of the number of reads. A
NA will ignore the eventual artefactual piles.

verbosity An integer. The verbose level : 0 = no message, 1 = trace level

Details

The script looks at the reads aligned at the exact same position. If the number of such reads exceed a
limit, these reads are considered as due to experiment artefact. In that case, only one read is kept and
the rest is removed. The limit defining artefact is controled by the parameter ’incrArtefactThrEvery’
such as:

limit = Total number of reads / incrArtefactThrEvery

The script returns a file formatted as the input file (text file formated as the bowtie output with –
concise option). The file is named according to the name of the input file suffixed with "_noA.bow".
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Value

A text file formated as the bowtie output with –concise option.

Author(s)

Lionel Spinelli

See Also

processPipeline multiread_UniformDispatch multiread_CSEMDispatch

Examples

# Define input aligned file
# Define input aligned file
my_aligned_file <- system.file("extdata",

"embededDataTest_MultiSignal.bow",
package="Pasha")

# Define the genome reference file
genome_reference_file <- system.file("resources", "mm9.ref",package="Pasha")

# Define the output folder
my_output_folder <- tempdir()

# Launch the script
multiread_RemoveArtifact(my_aligned_file,

my_output_folder,
genome_reference_file,
7000000,
0)

multiread_UniformDispatch

Multiread scoring uniform dispatch

Description

This script aims to dispatch the scoring of multi-read aligned reads according to uniform distribu-
tion.

Usage

multiread_UniformDispatch(alignedFile,
outputFolder,
referenceFile,
incrArtefactThrEvery=NA,
verbosity=0)
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Arguments

alignedFile An atomic character string. The full path to the file containing the reads aligned
by bowtie with the –concise option.

outputFolder An atomic character string. The path to the folder where the file output by the
script must be stored.

referenceFile An atomic character string. Either a full path to a reference file (see details for
format specification), or the ID of one reference included in the package (see
details for available ones).

incrArtefactThrEvery

A complex parameter (see details). A numeric value or NA. A strictly positive
numeric value activate the option that allow to remove the ’artifacts’, defining a
threshold to consider piles like ’artefacts’ as ’number of reads in the experiment
devided by incrArtefactThrEvery’. A NA will ignore the eventual artifactual
piles.

verbosity An integer. The verbose level : 0 = no message, 1 = trace level

Details

The script consider the reads that have been aligned in several location by bowtie (multi-reads). At
each read, it assign a score corresponding to (1/number of found read position). The script output a
tab separated value text file formated as below:

• Column 1 : Chromosome name

• Column 2 : Strand

• Column 3 : Position

• Column 4 : Score

The output file is named according to the name of the input file suffixed with "_uniformDis-
patch.txt".

If the parameter ’incrArtefactThrEvery’ is set to a strictly positive value, the input file is first passed
to a script removing the ’artifacts’. This script looks at the reads aligned at the exact same position.
If the number of such reads exceed a limit, these reads are considered as due to experiment artifact.
In that case, only one read is kept and the rest is removed. The limit defining artefact is controled
by the parameter ’incrArtefactThrEvery’ such as:

limit = Total number of reads / incrArtefactThrEvery

Value

• Column 1 : Chromosome name

• Column 2 : Strand

• Column 3 : Position

• Column 4 : Score

Author(s)

Lionel Spinelli
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See Also

processPipeline multiread_RemoveArtifact multiread_CSEMDispatch

Examples

# Define input aligned file
my_aligned_file <- system.file("extdata",

"embededDataTest_MultiSignal.bow",
package="Pasha")

# Define the output folder
my_output_folder <- tempdir()

# Define the genome reference file
genome_reference_file <- system.file("resources", "mm9.ref",package="Pasha")

# Launch the script
multiread_UniformDispatch(my_aligned_file,

my_output_folder,
genome_reference_file,
incrArtefactThrEvery = 7000000,
verbosity = 1)

normAndSubtractWIG Normalization and subtraction of WIG files

Description

Function that linearly rescales scores in provided WIG files and subtract Input WIG file if asked

Usage

normAndSubtractWIG(wigFileList,
inputFile=NA,
rescaleInput=FALSE,
meanBGLevelRescale=c(0,10),
subtractInput=TRUE,
binSize=50)

Arguments

wigFileList A character vector, each element describing the full path to the wig file that has
to be treated, when several elements, each one will be treated sequentially

inputFile An atomic character vector describing the full path to a wig file from which the
genomic scores will eventually be subtracted to wigFileList wig files scores, NA
otherwise
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rescaleInput An atomic logical deciding if the eventual inputFile scores have to be rescaled
(with the same strategy employed for wigFileList files) before using them for
subtraction

meanBGLevelRescale

A numeric vector of size 2, the first number is the lower limit of the resulting
scores after scaling, the second number represent the score that will represent
the average enrichment on the genome after rescaling, all scores being rescales
linearly around this value

subtractInput An atomic logical specifyijng that the input scores (eventually rescaled) from
inputFile, must be subtracted to resulting files or not

binSize An atomic integer value specifying the step size in the wig files

Details

For each wig file in the character vector, this functions reads all the scores for each chromosome,
rescale the range of scores, eventually subtract the scores from an input experiment, and saves the
results in the same folder as the original file. The rescaling linearly spreads the scores from the lower
score to the average score (of the whole original file) to respectively the first and second element
of meanBGLevelRescale argument. If an input file is specified, the scores stored for each genomic
location are eventually (depending on the arguments) subtracted from corresponding scores in the
original wigs. If the user decides to rescale the input before subtraction (recommended), the rescaled
inputFile will also be saved in the the original file folder with the _Rescaled extension and can then
further be used directly for further computation, with no need to rescale it again (gain of time).

Value

Writes the resulting rescaled and input subtracted files in the same folders as originals, with suffix
in filenames _rescaled and _BGsub depending on the parameters

Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

See Also

readWIG writeWIG mergeWigs

Examples

# Generate artificial wig fixed step files with random counts
exampleFolder <- tempdir()
nbFiles <- 3
nbChromosomes <- 4

for(fileIndex in 1:nbFiles)
{

wigScoresContent <- lapply(as.list(1:nbChromosomes),
function(x) {sample(x=1:20, size=1000, replace=TRUE, prob=NULL)})

names(wigScoresContent) <- paste("chr", 1:nbChromosomes, sep="")
writeWIG(wigScoresContent,
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paste("wigFileExample", fileIndex, sep=""),
folder=exampleFolder,
fixedStep=200)

}

# Build a file list containing wig files to merge together, and a reference
# to the file to be used as input for score subtraction
wigFileList <- file.path(exampleFolder,

paste("wigFileExample",
1:(nbFiles-1),
".wig",
sep=""))

inputFile <- file.path(exampleFolder,
paste("wigFileExample",

nbFiles,
".wig",
sep=""))

# Run the merge function on 'wigFileList' which will rescales the scores and
# then subtract the wig scores used as input experiment (rescaled too).
normAndSubtractWIG(wigFileList,

inputFile,
rescaleInput=TRUE,
meanBGLevelRescale=c(0,10),
subtractInput=TRUE,
binSize=200)

pileupDouble Piling vector of double

Description

This function is inspired from ShortRead deprecated ’pileup’ function (Martin Morgan & Simon
Anders). Deprecated function usage is now tipically replaced by ’coverage’ from GenomicRanges.
A readaptation of this strategy had to be done in order to allow double values as weight (particularly
useful for multireads).

Briefly, this function computes a numeric vector of pileup scores (coverage) emcompassing all the
coordinates covered by blocks defined by arguments ’start’, ’fragLenth’, ’dir’, and ’readLength’.

Usage

pileupDouble(start, fragLength, dir, readLength, weight)

Arguments

start Coordinates of leftmost end of reads on the chromosome

fragLength Size of elongation in bp (DNA fragment length)
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dir Strand on which the read has been aligned on the reference sequence. IMPOR-
TANT : see remark in description

readLength Length of the sequenced read in bp

weight Double value specifying the weight for each read (can be useful to put it <1 in
some cases for reads aligned in multiple places)

Details

Arguments ’fragLength’ ’dir’ ’readLength’ and ’weight’ must have the same length than ’start’. If
one of these argument has length==1, the value will be repeated for all reads.

This function re-encodes internally the strand (dir) to a factor with levels c(’+’, ’-’) to ensure con-
sistency in results. All other values will be ignored with a warning.

Internally, the function iterates on each defined block/read. For blocks on positive strand (’dir’==’+’),
the score incrementing region is defined from the ’start’ coordinate to ’start’+’fragLength’. For
blocks on negative strand (’dir’==’-’), the score incrementing region is defined from ’start’+’readLength’-
’fragLength’ to ’start’+’readLength’ (it is important to keep in mind that ’start’ always represent the
leftmost coordinate of the read, whatever the strand is.)

Adaptations were made as compared to ShortRead (Martin Morgan & Simon Anders) pileup func-
tion :

R wrapper is in charge of generating vectors in memory

R wrapper converts the data types to C compatible formats (avoids R’s conversion code in C
function)

R wrapper ensures the arguments have the appropriate length

Resulting values are written in the vector passed as argument (pointer) to C (previously created in
the wrapper)

The chromosome length is not needed anymore, the function returns a vector large enough to cover
all reads

If a read extension generates out of bound coordinates, a warning message appears but the com-
putation goes on

Value

A (large) numeric vector.

Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

See Also

coverage
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Examples

# generate artificial reads coordinates on a chromosome
nbReads <- 1000000
chrLength <- 10000000

startPositions <- sample(1:chrLength, nbReads, replace=TRUE)
fragmentsLength <- trunc(rnorm(n=nbReads, mean=146, sd= 40))
strandAligned <- factor(sample(c('+','-'),

nbReads,
replace=TRUE),
levels=c('+', '-'))

readLength <- 36
weight <- 1

# compute the piled vector
res <- pileupDouble(start=startPositions,

fragLength=fragmentsLength,
dir=strandAligned,
readLength=readLength,
weight=weight)

# plot distribution of scores on the chromosome
hist(res)

plotReadsRepartitionAnnotations

Graphical information about reads and annotations repartition

Description

This function plots from an internal alignedData object the number of annotations per chromosome,
the number of annotations by file, the number of reads per chromosome, the length of chromosomes,
the percentage of coverage of each annotation according to the size of the reference genome and the
number of reads of the reference experiment that aligned to a given annotation.

Usage

plotReadsRepartitionAnnotations(alignedData,
gff_names_vec,
expName,
pdfFileName,
genomeReferenceFile)

Arguments

alignedData An internal R object containing information about the aligned reads
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gff_names_vec A vector containing all file pathes to annotations in gff format

expName A character string giving the name of the reference experiment from which in-
formation about reads alignment were retrieved

pdfFileName The file path to the pdf output

genomeReferenceFile

File path to the reference genome in .ref format (see details)

Details

The pdf output is divided into three pages:

- The first page contains 4 barplots giving respectively the number of each annotation by chromo-
somes (seqnames) (the correspondence between colors and annotations is given at the bottom), the
number of annotations contained in each file of gff_names_vec argument, the number of reads that
aligned to each chromosome and the length of each chromosome.

- The second page contains two pie charts: The first one gives the percentage of coverage of the
reference genome by each annotation, correspondence of colors is given at the right of the pie
chart. The second pie chart gives the percentage of reads that aligned to a particular annotation,
correspondence of colors is also given at the right of the pie chart.

- The third page is another representation of the pie chart enabling to compare directly the difference
of occupancy of each annotation with the number of reads aligned to it.

The ’genomeReferenceFile’ is the path to a file containing information about the genome that has
been used to align the reads. It is a 3 lines text files.

The same files are used for multiread (see vignette).

Some files are provided in the package for some of the most commonly used genomes. For a list of
them type:

dir(pattern="*.ref", path=system.file("resources", package="Pasha"))

First line describes the number of chromosomes in the genomes. Second line contains the size
(in bp) of all chromosomes (space separated). Last lines containes the names of the chromosomes
(space separated).

Example : 3 43255 10345 2456 chrI chrII chrIII

Value

A pdf file with different graphics representing information described in the details section.

Author(s)

Nicolas Descostes
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processPipeline A pipeline to accurately transform aligned reads to genomic enrich-
ment scores

Description

This function automatizes the processing of chromatin sequecing data analysis by chaining all re-
quired steps from the reading of aligned reads to the writing of enrichment scores in WIG/GFF
files.

Usage

processPipeline(
# I/O GENERAL PARAMETERS
INPUTFilesList,
resultSubFolder = "Results_Pasha",
reportFilesSubFolder = ifelse(length(resultSubFolder)>1,

resultSubFolder[2],
"ReportFiles"),

WIGfs = TRUE,
WIGvs = FALSE,
GFF = FALSE,
BED = FALSE,
BIGWIG = FALSE,
compatibilityOutputWIG = FALSE,
# COMPLEX PARAMETERS (SINGLE OR VECTORS OR LIST OF IT)
incrArtefactThrEvery = 7000000,
binSize = 50,
elongationSize = NA,
rangeSelection = IRanges(0,-1),
annotationFilesGFF = NA, # GFF files
annotationGenomeFiles = NA, # path to file or "mm9", "hg19"...
# SINGLE PARAMETERS
elongationEstimationRange = c(mini=150, maxi=400, by=10),
rehabilitationStep = c("orphans","orphansFromArtefacts"),
removeChrNamesContaining = "random|hap",
ignoreInsertsOver = 500,
nbCPUs = 1,
keepTemp = TRUE, # Keep the intermediary files

# that led to the final ones
# (rehab and multireads)

logTofile = "./log.txt",
eraseLog = FALSE,
# LIST PARAMETERS (one element per expName)
multiLocFilesList = list()) # A list with experiments

# names and associated
# filenames to treat
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Arguments

INPUTFilesList A named list of list. Each element name will be used as experiment ID to gen-
erate output files and messages. Each sublist must provide the following ele-
ments as described (see details for more information on individual elements)
: ’folderName’, ’fileName’, ’fileType’, ’chrPrefix’, ’chrSuffix’, ’pairedEnds’,
’midPoint’

resultSubFolder

A single character string. Name of the subfolder to be created in the folder
where each experiment file is. The results files will be stored in this subfolder

reportFilesSubFolder

A single character string. Name of the subfolder in which log files and QC
reports will be stored. This name is used to create a filder under resultSubFolder

WIGfs A single boolean. If TRUE, a result file in WIG fixed step format (see binSize
parameter) will be generated

WIGvs A single boolean. If TRUE, a result file in WIG variable step format will be
generated

GFF A single boolean. If TRUE, a result file in GFF format (see binSize parameter)
will be generated. Typically useless except for compatibility with some peak
detection algorithms such as ones used for chIP-on-chip experiments

BED A single boolean. If TRUE, a result file in Bedgraph format will be generated.
Does not depend on binSize, and provides single basepair resolution. Consider
WIGvs or BIGWIG for a more compact alternative.

BIGWIG A single boolean. If TRUE, a result file in binary Bigwig format will be gener-
ated. Does not depend on binSize.

compatibilityOutputWIG

A single boolean. WARNING : For compatibility with previous versions only !
Generates non-standard WIG files with a track line repeated before each chro-
mosome. Should be kept to FALSE unless working with deprecated tools (not
recommended).

incrArtefactThrEvery

A complex parameter (see details). A numeric value or NA. A positive numeric
value defines a threshold to consider piles like ’artefacts’ as ’number of reads in
the experiment devided by the value’. A negative value allows to directly set the
threshold manually, independently of the number of reads. A NA will ignore the
eventual artefactual piles

binSize A complex parameter (see details). A striclty positive value (>0) defining the
size of the steps in the resulting WIG file. When 1 there is one score per genomic
coordinate (no binning)

elongationSize A complex parameter (see details). A numeric value that tells how much each
read must be extended to fit the actual insert size. If NA, the elongation estima-
tion module will be used to automatically determine the overrepresented insert
size in the experiment. If 0, the reads will not be extended. For paired-end
experiments, this value will override the real insert size, except if NA value is
used
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rangeSelection A complex parameter (see details). An ’IRanges’ object that defines the different
groups of reads to be made. In case of single-end experiments, these ranges are
applied to reads size whereas in case of paired-ends experiments, the groups are
made based on the insert size. An empty range (as defined for default value) will
not perform any selection, using all the reads independently of their size.

annotationFilesGFF

A complex parameter (see details). A named vector of paths to GFF files (NA to
ignore). If this argument and annotationGenomeFiles are provided, the pipeline
will generate (for each rangeSelection and total) a pdf file summarizing reads
occupancy among annotations in gff files.

annotationGenomeFiles

A complex parameter (see details). Needed for plotting reads statistics on an-
notations (see argument ’annotationFilesGFF’). A single path to a genome ref-
erence file or the ID of a genome for which a reference is bundled in the pack-
age (to see bundled files use the command : ’dir(system.file("resources", pack-
age="Pasha"))’. IMPORTANT : in order to use a bundled reference file, one
must NOT specify the file extension (examples : hg18, hg19, mm9...)

elongationEstimationRange

A numeric vector with 3 named elements : ’mini’, ’maxi’, ’by’. These values
define the range and the granularity that will be used for elongation estimation

rehabilitationStep

A character vector. Can contain ’orphans’, ’orphansFromArtefacts’. See ’Reha-
bilitation steps’ in ’details’ section

removeChrNamesContaining

A single regular expression. Defines a pattern that will match chromosome (se-
qnames) names to be removed from the experiment

ignoreInsertsOver

A single strictly positive integer, or NA. In case of paired-ends experiments, one
might want to ignore inserts above a certain size (which are probably the result
of misalignment)

nbCPUs A single strictly positive integer.If several cores are available, the program can
work on several chromosomes in parallel. This decreases the time needed for
processing but uses more memory

keepTemp A single logical. If TRUE, after the merge, the intermediary files will not be
erased. It concerns the wig files of subgroups such as ’orphans’, ’orphansFro-
mArtefacts’, ’multireads’. If FALSE only the merged result will be kept

logTofile A single string, or NULL. If the string defines a valid filename, the log messages
for all experiments will be written in it. Note that there is a local copy of the log
for each experiment in the result folder

eraseLog A single logical. In its default behavior, the pipeline stops if a log file with
the same name already exists. This is a security to avoid deleting previously
computed results. One can disable this security by putting this parameter as
TRUE

multiLocFilesList

A named (or empty) list. Names of elements must match the experiments names
defined in ’INPUTFilesList’. Each element must be the full path to a text file
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resulting from multiread processing (see multiread specific commands in the
package)

Details

The ’pipeline’ covers most of the required steps to convert chromatin aligned reads information to
piled-up enrichments scores (ie. WIG files).

It makes use of the package functions to :

• Read and store in memory dataset(s) provided by the user

• Generate eventual subgroups of interest based on the insert size (in case of paired-end exper-
iment) or on the reads size, providing statistics about the regions covered and the number of
reads concerned

• Help to identify and remove artefactual enrichments

• Estimate in-silico the size of original DNA fragments (inserts, in case of single-end experi-
ments), or plotting the insert size distribution otherwise

• Extension and piling of reads with several options to obtain a score per genomic coordinates

• Writing results as WIG variable, WIG fixed-step, or GFF files

The flexible implementation allows users to specify a bunch of parameters values for each experi-
ment (using an advanced options system, see details). The pipeline will then loop over the different
values and provide results in separate folders.

It also provides mechanisms to handle orphan reads (incomplete pairs) all along the process and
deal with reads that aligned in multiple locations (see specific functions below).

The work can also be spread automatically on several processors/cores (at the expense of memory)
by taking advantage of the parallelization options offered by ’parallel’.

The pipeline (started by processPipeline) defines a workflow using the main functions provided in
the package with an additional layer dedicated to automatization, graphics/QC, summary of exper-
iments, and organization of resulting files.

How to specify experiment files parameters ’INPUTFilesList’

It is possible to define a list of experiment that will be processed sequentially. This argument is a
list of list. Each element of this list is freely named by the user in order to recognize the experiment.
These names will be used to name the experiment in logs and results. Each element contains a
nested list with fixed names that must match the followings : ’folderName’, ’fileName’, ’fileType’,
’chrPrefix’, ’chrSuffix’, ’pairedEnds’, ’midPoint’

folderName is the full path to the folder containing the file containing aligned reads to be loaded.

fileName is the filename containing the aligned data, typically the output from a program of read
alignment.

fileType defines the format in which the data is stored in the file. The pipelinehandle preferentially
standard BAM files (’BAM’ value), but can also read several proprietary format by using the
ShortRead library (see readAligned function from ShortRead library for a complete list of
supported formats).

chrPrefix is a regular expression string defining the prefix concatenated to each chromosome name.
Typically this value is ’chr’ but can be different depending on how the reference genjome for
alignment has been created and named.
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chrSuffix see ’chrPrefix’ argument. Typically, this is defined as an empty string ”.

pairedEnds a logical value specifying is the experiment should be considered as single or paired
-end. In the latter case, only BAM files are supported and the format has to be cin conformity
with BAM policy, such as bowtie output.

midPoint a logical value. If TRUE a specific piling method will be applied to the reads and the
output files will have ’_midpoint’ suffix. See below for details on midpoint method.

Graphics

Depending on the type of experiment, several graphics can be produced in the output log folder. In
case of paired-end experiments, a plot will be produced to give information about the distribution of
inserts size. For single-end experiments, if no manual elongation size is provided (recommended),
the elongation estimation module will produce a plot summarizing the estimation for each chromo-
some. If several subgroups (based on insert size or reads size) are asked, a global distribution plot
will be produced on which the concerned subpopulation is highlighted. The ’artefacts’ module will
also produce a summary sheet for each chromosome with several graphics (for each strand sepa-
rately). First, a distribution of the piles (reads sharing the exact same coordinates) heights on the
chromosome. Second, a cumulative plot describing the proportion of reads in the total population
that are lost for several choices of threshold (see getArtefactIndexes function). Finally, a summary
of the number of reads removed for different thresholds and the one choosen by the user (plus more
information about orphan reads in case of paired-ends experiments). Finally if arguments ’annota-
tionFilesGFF’ and ’annotationGenomeFiles’ are specified and valid, a report will be generated to
summarize the distribution of the reads in the annotation files (for each range in case rangeSelection
argument is provided).

Experiments summary

During the processing, the pipeline provide a lot of information about the experiment and the current
operations. All these informations are saved and stored in the log files. Among these information,
one will find the number of reads in the experiment (aligned and unaligned if provided in the original
file), a summary of the reads size, alignment scores, and all parameters that were asked.

Results File Organization

Because the pipeline allow to specify a lot of different parameters, a hierarchical organization of
resulting files is produced. First, the ’resultSubFolder’ will be produced in the folder where the input
file is after appending a suffix (_PE for paired-ends experiments and _SE for single-end ones). In
the latter one, another subfolder is created for each subgroup (based on insert size or reads size).
all final results (merged WIGs and GFFs) will be generated in these folders. A subfolder named as
specified in ’reportFilesSubFolder’ will also be created and filled with figures and log files. Another
subfolder will be created to store temporary output files (see keepTemp parameter).

Complex parameters

The pipeline automatization lies on a specific mechanism for some parameters (’incrArtefactThrEvery’,
’binSize’, ’elongationSize’, ’rangeSelection’, ’annotationFilesGFF’). First, these arguments can be
used as single values. In this case, the same value will be used for all experiments described in
’INPUTFilesList’ argument. Second, one can specify a different value for each experiment defined
in ’INPUTFilesList’ argument. For this concern, the user has to create a named list with as many
elements as number of experiments, and list element names must correspond to names in ’INPUT-
FilesList’ argument. Finally, it is possible to give several values for each or all experiments. In
this case, the pipeline will loop over these values, recompute what has to be recomputed, and write
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resulting files with differentiated filenames. A specific function is dedicated for checking the con-
sistency of parameters provided for one or all experiments, and raise an error in case of conflictual
or invalid values.

Rehabilitation steps

For paired-ends experiments, the pipeline tries to save the ’half-pairs’ (called ’orphans’). In brief,
reads from incomplete pairs (mate missing because of misalignment) are separated from the other
ones. Later, when the average insert size has been estimated, it is used for rehabilitation of incom-
plete pairs by a step of elongation prior to piling of these reads. These pileups subcategories are then
merged with the other reads to produce the final result files. Because pairs can also be broken when
eliminating PCR artefacts, a second category called ’orphansFromArtefacts’ are treated the same
way, producing another temporary output that is merged with the other reads. The user is asked
to consider or ignore these reads with the argument ’rehabilitationStep’. Finally the user can also
look at the separate categories result files (WIGs and GFFs) prior merging by using the keepTemp
parameter.

Midpoint

the midpoint piling strategy has mainly been thought for MNase experiments which allows to track
for nucleosome positionning. These experiments assume that each sequenced DNA fragment orig-
inate from DNA wrapped around nucleosome and that non-protected DNA is digested. Thus ex-
tremities of fragments are supposed to represent the boudaries of nucleosomes. Instead of a clas-
sic elongation and piling (which represents the nucleosome density), the midpoint strategy will
only consider the extremities or the exact center of each DNA fragment (depending on ’elongation
parameter’, see package-attached pdf document for a summary), giving a more accurate view of
nucleosome positionning as opposed to the nucleosome density typically observed.

Range selection

When using the argument ’rangeSelection’ with either a numeric value or an IRanges object, the
pipeline will consider separately the reads (or pair of reads) with different size. If a single number
’n’ is specified, the program will attempt to cut the size distribution in ’n’ intervals with an equal
number of reads/pairs in each (quantile function is used), and process each group separately. When
there is more than one group or if the group does not include all the reads/pairs, the pipeline will
automatically add another group containing all reads (referred as ’allReads’). When the user defines
IRanges objects for ’rangeSelection’ argument, the pipeline will process separately each group of
size defined by the intervals in the object. NOTE : the lower value of each interval is EXCLUDED
from the group selection, whereas the upper one is INCLUDED. In this case, only the groups defines
by user are processed (no ’allReads’ is added). Results from each group will be written in separate
folders identified by the concerned range of size.

Compatibility mode

Prior to version 0.99.21, WIG files generated by the pipeline included a track line repeated before
each chromosome description. This is considered as a bug since it does not fit with the standard WIG
file description (UCSC). It has been corrected in newer versions but users can revert to previous be-
haviour using ’compatibilityOutputWIG’ (in case they are using tools relying on this non-standard
format). A warning will be reported and the use of this option is strongly discouraged as it will
prevent other users from using your data or any submission to public databases (Gene Expression
Omnibus for instance).

——————————————

Multireads
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The functions dedicated to multiread produce output that can then be injected in the main pipeline.
This information will be integrated in the signal to produce the final results (merged WIG/GFF files)
taking in account the multireads.

Step 1 - Align the reads ———————— To align the reads, you will run Bowtie command with
the options requested to get read aligned in several location reported. In order to get an output file
not too big (since multiread alignement can bring very large files), the "–concise" option of Bowtie
must be used. Other options are standard. For instance, if you want to keep the read aligning on the
mm9 genomes 100 times or less, authorizing 2 mismatches and run on 8 processors

bowtie -q -v 2 -a -m 100 -p 8 –concise mm9 input_file.fastq > output_file.bow

Step 2 - Prepare the genome reference file —————————————— The scripts used in
the next steps requires a reference file containing information on the chosen genome. This reference
file is a simple text file with ".ref" extension that must contain:

• first line the number of chromosomes in the considered genome

• second line, the list of chromosomes names (separated by spaces)

• third line, the list of chromosomes sizes (separated by spaces)

You can use the ’bowtie-inspect’ command on the reference genome to get the information re-
quested to build this reference file.

Step 3 - Dispatching signal along multiread positions —————————————————
– You have now to decide how each multiread read score will be dispatched along its mutiple
positions. Two options are offered here:

* Uniform method: The signal is equally dispatched along the read position i.e. for instance, if
a read has 10 aligned positions, each position will receive a score of 1/10. To apply this method,
execute the R command:

multiread_UniformDispatch(alignedFile, outputFolder, referenceFile, incrArtefactThrEvery, ver-
bosity)

where :

alignedFile the .bow file outputed by bowtie in step 3 (or in step 1 if you decided not to remove
artifacts)

outputFolder the folder where you want to see the output file fall in.

referenceFile the .ref file created in step 2

incrArtefactThrEvery the ratio used to detect artifact. Default value is NA.

verbosity the verbose level (0 = no message, 1 = trace level). Default value is 0.

This command will output a file named with the alignedFile name suffixed by "_uniformDis-
patch.txt".

* Chung et al. method: The score on read position is allocated according to an algorithm developped
by Chung et al. (see "Discovering Transcription Factor Binding Sites of Genomes with Multi-Read
Analysis of ChIP-seq Data" (2011) PLoS Computational Biology). To apply this method, execute
the R command:

multiread_CSEMDispatch( alignedFile, outputFolder, referenceFile, window_size, iteration_number,
incrArtefactThrEvery, verbosity)

where :
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alignedFile the .bow file outputed by bowtie in step 3 (or in step 1 if you decided not to remove
artifacts)

outputFolder the folder where you want to see the output file fall in.
referenceFile the .ref file created in step 2
window_size the size of the window used by the algorithm (see algorithm details). Suggested value

is 101.
iteration_number the number of iteration executed by the algorithm. Suggested value is 200.
incrArtefactThrEvery the ratio used to detect artifact. Default value is NA.
verbosity the verbose level (0 = no message, 1 = trace level). Default value is 0.

This command will output a file named with the alignedFile name suffixed by "_csemDispatch.txt".

Important note: For both commands, if the parameter ’incrArtefactThrEvery’ is set to a strictly
positive value, the input file is first passed to a script removing the ’artifacts’. This script looks
at the reads aligned at the exact same position. If the number of such reads exceed a limit, these
reads are considered as due to experiment artifact. In that case, only one read is kept and the rest is
removed. The limit defining artefact is controled by the parameter ’incrArtefactThrEvery’ such as:

limit = Total number of reads / incrArtefactThrEvery

Step 4 - Launch Pasha for multiread ———————————- One you have obtained a file con-
taining the information of the dispatched scores over the read positions, you can use it in Pasha
by passing the obtained file in the variable ’multiLocFilesList’. See details above on ’multiLoc-
FilesList’ parameter.

Step 5 - Analyze repeat distribution ———————————— Once Pasha has been launched,
you have obtained WIG files. Running the following command will permit you to obtain informa-
tion and statistics about the dispertion of your signal on annotations identified as repeated regions
in the genome.

Use the following command to launch the script:

WigRepeatAnalyzer(filename, inputFolder, outputFolder, repeatMaskerFilePath, isRegex)

where:

filename the file name of the wig file (fixed step WIG).
inputFolder the path to the wig file.
outputFolder the path to the folder where analysis results must be stored.
repeatMaskerFilePath the path to the file containing the repeat annotations (Repeat Masker file).
isRegex If TRUE, the filename parameter is interpreted as a regular expression (LC_SYNTAX)

and the script will search for a unique file corresponding to the provided regular expression.
If no or several file are found, the scripts ends with error.

The script compute the coverage of each repeat class and family (i.e. the percentage of positions
falling into each annotations) and the weight of each class and family (i.e. the percentage of score
falling into each annotations). All results are provided as barplots figures and text files.

Value

A list containing information referring to all processed experiments. Each element contains at
least one nested list element called "execTime", which summarize the time spent on important data
processing steps (see log file).
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Author(s)

Romain Fenouil

See Also

getArtefactsIndexes estimateElongationSize generatePiled

Examples

## Not run:

# This first (don't run) part of example aims at presenting all
# available parameters and some variations, see at the bottom of
# this section for a running example

# Define an experiment description list with a classic epigenetic
# mark and one MNase experiment that will be seen as nucleosome
# 'density' or nucleosome 'positionning' (see midpoint parameter)

myExps <- list()
myExps[["mES_H3K4me3"]] <- list('folderName'="/home/exp",

'fileName'="SRR432543.BAM",
'fileType'="BAM",
'chrPrefix'="chr",
'chrSuffix'="",
'pairedEnds'=FALSE,
'midPoint'=FALSE)

myExps[["mES_MNase"]] <- list('folderName'="/home/exp",
'fileName'="SPT543426.BAM",
'fileType'="BAM",
'chrPrefix'="chr",
'chrSuffix'="",
'pairedEnds'=TRUE,
'midPoint'=FALSE)

myExps[["mES_MNase_MIDPOINT"]] <- list('folderName'="/home/exp",
'fileName'="SPT543426.BAM",
'fileType'="BAM",
'chrPrefix'="chr",
'chrSuffix'="",
'pairedEnds'=TRUE,
'midPoint'=TRUE)

# Call the pipeline for the three experiments with basic parameters

processPipeline(

#### I/O GENERAL PARAMETERS

# Experiments description list
INPUTFilesList = myExps,
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# name of the folder that will contain results
resultSubFolder = "Results",

# name of the folder that wil contain logs and figures
reportFilesSubFolder = "ReportFiles",

# generate results as WIG fixed steps
WIGfs = TRUE,

# generate results as WIG variable steps
WIGvs = TRUE,

# generate results as GFF files
GFF = FALSE,

# generate results as Bedgraph files
BED = FALSE,

#### COMPLEX PARAMETERS (SINGLE OR VECTORS OR LIST OF IT)

# The threshold to detect artefactual piles will be incremented
# by one every 10Million reads aligned for each experiment
incrArtefactThrEvery = 10000000,

# Along the genome one score every 50 basepairs will be computed
binSize = 50,

# The reads will be extended according to the in-silico estimation
# algorithm or based on the pairs alignments (insert size)
elongationSize = NA,

# No subgroups selection for specific inserts or reads size
rangeSelection = IRanges(0,-1),

# no GFF files given, the module plotting statistics on reads and
# annotations will not be loaded
annotationFilesGFF = NA,

# path to file or "mm9", "hg19"... This argument is needed only if
# gff files are specified in 'annotationFilesGFF' argument
annotationGenomeFiles = NA,

#### SINGLE PARAMETERS

# For single-end experiments, the fragment size will be estimated
# between 50 and 400 with a resolution of 10bp
elongationEstimationRange = c(mini=50, maxi=400, by=10),

# The pipeline will try to save half-pairs from alignment and the
# ones broken during 'artefact' removal
rehabilitationStep = c("orphans","orphansFromArtefacts"),
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# Remove chromosomes with names containing "random" or "un"
removeChrNamesContaining = "random|un",

# For paired-ends ignore inserts > 500bp according to alignment
ignoreInsertsOver = 500,

# Use 1 cpu (recommended as first try to estimate the memory usage)
nbCPUs = 1,

# Do not erase pileups and result files from subcategories prior to
# merging (orphans etc...)
keepTemp = TRUE,

# make a copy of the log for all experiments
logTofile = "./log.txt",

# In case the same computation is restarted, do not warn the user
# and erase previous results
eraseLog = TRUE,

#### LIST PARAMETERS (one element per expName)

# An eventual list of multiread repartition results
multiLocFilesList = "");

########
# The four "complex parameters" could have been declared like this
# to generate more results

# as a vector of values, each value will be used sequentially for
# all experiments
# incrArtefactThrEvery <- c(10000000,NA, -10)

# as a list for specifying arguments for individual experiments
# binSize <- list("mES_H3K4me3"=200,
# "mES_MNase"=50,

"mES_MNase_MIDPOINT"=50)

# mixed, some experiment have one value, others have several
# elongationSize <- list("mES_H3K4me3"=c(NA,0),
# "mES_MNase"=c(146,NA),
# "mES_MNase_MIDPOINT"=NA)

# Compute without elongating reads (0), a fixed numeric value (not
# recommended), or estimate in-silico (or based on pairs) the
# optimal elongation (NA)
# rangeSelection <- list("mES_H3K4me3" =IRanges(0,-1),
# "mES_MNase"=c(IRanges(0,-1),
# IRanges(0,100),
# IRanges(100,1000)),
# "mES_MNase_MIDPOINT"=c(IRanges(0,-1),
# IRanges(0,100),
# IRanges(100,1000)))
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## End(Not run)

#############################################
#### Actual runnable example on BAM file ####
#############################################

# Define a temporary directory where the example will run
exampleFolder <- tempdir()

# Get the path to the example BAM file and copy it (with the index)
testFileBAM_fileName <- "embedDataTest.bam"
testFileBAM_fullPath <- system.file("extdata",

testFileBAM_fileName,
package="Pasha")

file.copy(testFileBAM_fullPath, exampleFolder)

testFileBAI_fileName <- "embedDataTest.bam.bai"
testFileBAI_fullPath <- system.file("extdata",

testFileBAI_fileName,
package="Pasha")

file.copy(testFileBAI_fullPath, exampleFolder)
# Create the data structure containing information on the experiments
INPUTFilesList <- list()
INPUTFilesList[["testBAM"]] <- list(folderName=exampleFolder,

fileName=testFileBAM_fileName,
fileType="BAM",
chrPrefix="chr",
chrSuffix="",
pairedEnds=TRUE,
midPoint=FALSE)

## Not run:
# Start the pipeline using default parameters
processPipeline(INPUTFilesList)

## End(Not run)

readWIG and writeWIG Read and Write genomic WIG (fixed step) files

Description

Functions dedicated for reading and writing WIG fixed step from their named list representation in
R.
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Usage

readWIG(fileName)
writeWIG(wigData, fileName, folder=NULL, fixedStep=50, addExtension=TRUE)

Arguments

fileName Path to the file on which to write the results or from which to read the data

wigData A named list of numeric vectors representing each chromosome (or track) piled
data scores to be written

folder Eventual folder path (for writeWIG) that will be concatenated to the filename
(can be NULL if the user prefers to specify the full path in fileName)

fixedStep Size of the bins used for the representation of piled data in the named list (the
function can not detect it since this information is not carried by wigData)

addExtension Single logical. Specify if the extension string "wig" should be added to the
filename if ’fileName’ argument does not end with it (case is ignored for search).

Details

IMPORTANT : These functions can only handle fixed step WIGs with a limited format. They
assume a very UNflexible format with two lines of description for each track and can’t be used
in other contexts. Binsize specified in the file is IGNORED while reading the file and the user is
assumed to know it.

Value

readWIG returns a named list of numeric vectors (each track in the wig gives a new list element),
each numeric value correspond to a bin in the corresponding track.

Author(s)

Romain Fenouil, Nicolas Descostes

See Also

mergeWigs

Examples

## Define an artificial wig list
generateWigScores <- function(scores=1:20, lengthTrack=1000)
{

return(sample(scores, lengthTrack, replace=TRUE))
}

myWig <- list("chr1"=generateWigScores(), "chr2"=generateWigScores())

# Write a wig file that can be read in genome browsers
writeWIG(myWig, "myWigFixedSteps", folder=tempdir(), fixedStep=200)
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# Read the file generated
myWigFromFile <- readWIG(file.path(tempdir(), "myWigFixedSteps.wig"))

# Check that scores are equal for all chromosomes
if(!all(mapply(all.equal,myWig,myWigFromFile))) stop ("Error, the original
generated data look different from what has been read");

WigRepeatAnalyzer WIG Repeat Analyzer

Description

This script aims at analyzing the distribution (in coverage and score) of a signal (stored in a WIG
file) according to genome repeat annotations.

Usage

WigRepeatAnalyzer(filename,
inputFolder,
outputFolder="./",
repeatMaskerFilePath,
isRegex=FALSE)

Arguments

filename An atomic character string. The file name of the wig file (fixed step WIG).

inputFolder An atomic character string. The path to the wig file (fixed step WIG).

outputFolder An atomic character string. The path to the folder where analysis results must
be stored.

repeatMaskerFilePath

An atomic character string. The path to the file containing the repeat annotations
(Repeat Masker file).

isRegex An atomic logical. If TRUE, the filename parameter is interpreted as a regular
expression (LC_SYNTAX) and the script will search for a unique file corre-
sponding to the provided regular expression. If no or several file are found, the
scripts ends with error.

Details

The script consider the part of the signal contained in the WIG file that fall into repeat annotations
provided by user.

This annotation file must formatted as the Repeat Masker annotations file provided by UCSC. The
required information are:

• Column 6 : Chromosome name

• Column 7 : Start position
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• Column 8 : End position

• Column 12 : Repeat Class

• Column 13 : Repeat Family

The script compute the coverage of each repeat class and family (i.e. the percentage of positions
falling into each annotations) and the weight of each class and family (i.e. the percentage of score
falling into each annotations). All results are provided as barplots figures and text files.

Value

Barplot figures and text files of raw data for coverage and weight of repeat classes and families.

Author(s)

Lionel Spinelli

See Also

processPipeline

Examples

# Build temp dir
exampleFolder <- tempdir()

# Generate artificial wig fixed step files with random counts
nbChromosomes <- 1
bin_size <- 200
wigScoresContent <- lapply(as.list(1:nbChromosomes),

function(y) {sample(x=1:20,
size=floor(4333587/bin_size),
replace=TRUE,
prob=NULL)})

names(wigScoresContent) <- 1:nbChromosomes

writeWIG(wigScoresContent,
"wigFileExample",
folder=exampleFolder,
fixedStep=bin_size)

# Define input file
my_wig_file <- "wigFileExample.wig"

# Define the RepeatMasker file
my_repeat_masker_file <- system.file("extdata",

"mm9_RepeatMasker_2000l.txt",
package="Pasha")

## Not run:
# Launch the script
result <- WigRepeatAnalyzer(filename=my_wig_file,
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inputFolder=exampleFolder,
outputFolder=exampleFolder,
repeatMaskerFilePath=my_repeat_masker_file)

## End(Not run)
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